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ment they were responsible for due payment being
made by the buyer. They were not to interfere with the
sale of fish, nor were they to buy up all herrings by
offering high prices, above 405. the last.1 In spite of
this last regulation, the fishmongers and their hosts
persisted in regrating herring, cornering the market, and
' forcing prices up.2 In the inquiry that followed it was
shown that 30 fishmongers had each five or more hosts
in their employ, while about the same number had four
or fewer.3 At Rye, at a later date, the term c oast' was
applied to the royal purveyor 4 and to the agents of the
Fishmongers' Company who bought for the London
market, to which the fish were carried by ' ripiers ' B
with pack horses, the fish being usually packed in
{ dorsers f 6 or paniers.
It has been already stated that the sale of fish was
only allowed in towns, on board ship, or in the fish
market, and the market itself was in many instances
subdivided; in London, for instance, fresh-water fish
might be sold only in Bridge Street and Old Fish Street,7
1	Tnis price seems absurd in view of the fact that herring \vere
fetching next year at Yarmouth as much as £6 the last:  Assize R.
609.   On the other hand, 405. the last was the price fixed for herring
in London in 1298.: Liber Cust., 118.
2	Ci complaint against the ' mestres hostes ' in 1376 : Rot. Part.,
"• 353-      *
3	Assize R., 609.	4  7. c H> Sussex, il 266.
5	Ibid.   These ripiers no doubt acted as general carriers on their
return journeys to the coast.   One of them brought an antiphonary
from London to Lydd at the time of the Romanist Revival under
Mary.    Recs. of Lydd, 412.
6	Each dorser was supposed to hold one bushel (Riley, Mems. of
London, 116) and the fish were to be as good at the bottom as at
the top (Liber Albus, 382).
7	Liber Albus, 689.

